
So, you've just found out that your dog or cat would benefit from a dental
treatment...

Below is some information on what this involves

The procedure:
 All dental procedures need to be done under a general anaesthetic to make them effective 

and as safe as possible for your pet.
 Your pet should be starved from 9pm the night before the procedure. However, we 

recommend that you keep water with them overnight.
 They will be admitted to the practice in the morning, have their dental procedure, and will 

generally go home later the same day.
 We put all of our dental patients on intravenous fluids throughout their operation, to keep 

their blood pressure up and help support their recovery. We also advise a blood test to 
check liver and kidneys before proceeding. Fluids - £35. Bloods and fluids - £65.

 Because the roots,
which sit below the
gums, make up more
than half of each
tooth, we take dental
x-rays of all teeth to
check for disease
affecting the roots.

Estimated cost:
 The cost of the

procedure depends on
the size of your pet, the number of teeth they have to have removed, and how difficult 
these teeth are to remove.

 Generally speaking, if your pet requires their teeth scaled and polished but does not need 
any teeth removed, the cost is about £300.

 If your pet needs teeth removed, the cost can vary from about £400 up to and very 
occasionally over £800.

Staging dental procedures:
 In some patients, we elect to stage their operation. This is done when the x-rays we take at 

the time of the procedure indicate that an animal has too many diseased teeth to remove 
all at once, because of the length of time they would have to spend under anaesthetic. 

 If this was the case, we would take out as many teeth as was deemed safe during the first 
anaesthetic. We would then do a second procedure, usually about 4 weeks later, to extract 
the rest of the diseased teeth.

 Staging a dental can mean that the overall cost is greater. However, this is a decision we 
only take when we feel it is in the best interest of the patient. Longer anaesthetics are 
associated with more risks of complications and a slower recovery, so doing two shorter 
(and thus safer) anaesthetics is often better for your pet.



Possible complications with dental procedures:
 All anaesthetic procedures carry some risk to the patient. We do everything we can to 

make all anaesthetics as safe as possible, including providing intravenous fluids as 
mentioned above.

 Tooth removal sites can sometimes break down and/or become infected. This normally 
does not need a second operation to correct but may require a course of antibiotics.

 Because some tooth roots, particularly those of larger teeth, are very near the nasal 
cavities and eyes, there can occasionally be complications associated with these areas. 
Normally, this would be nothing more than some bleeding from the nose. Other more 
serious complications such as damage to the eye are extremely rare.

 If large teeth are extracted from the bottom jaw (usually both lower canines), this can in 
very occasional circumstances lead to fracture of the jaw, which would then require repair.  
Again, this is extremely rare.

Recovery from a dental:
 As with any anaesthetic, most pets will be sleepier than usual for a day or so following their

operation.
 We advise that only soft foods (or soaked biscuits) are fed for 10-14 days following a dental 

where teeth are removed.
 Also, it is important to remove any chews and toys over this 10-14 day period.
 If your dog or cat has had teeth removed they will go home with several days of pain relief 

to keep them comfortable.
 We will see your pet for a post-dental check-up 3-5 days after the procedure, and then 

usually again about a week after this to make sure their gums are fully healed.

Home care:
 When there is gum disease or large amounts of plaque present in an animal's mouth, a 

dental procedure under anaesthetic is required to resolve this
 BUT there is a lot you can do at home to help stop plaque building up again!
 Brushing your dog or cat's teeth (with a soft brush and a safe pet toothpaste) is the best 

way to help prevent gum disease and plaque build-up. Speak to our nurses for advice on 
how to introduce teeth brushing.

 We also recommend Healthy Mouth for home care. This water additive is tasty for pets and
has been proven independently to reduce plaque (bacterial colonies) by 81.75% in cats and 
74.3% in dogs. It works best alongside teeth brushing but is also really helpful for providing 
some home care for those pets who are just not happy with teeth brushing! Speak to our 
nurses about starting your dog or cat on Healthy Mouth.


